Get the 360° view of
driver and truck activity
A Safe Fleet Brand

FleetMind is the technology leader
for fleet management solutions
With thousands of installed systems, FleetMind is field proven
to increase customer density, reduce costs, confirm service
performance and increase revenue with the only fully integrated
Waste-specific fleet management solution supporting all major
back-office systems.

Let us show you how we:
Enable the FleetSmart truck with our new interactive
command center that provides a single point of interface for
the driver, truck, back office and all communications.
Ensure real-time and fully automated service verification
through RFID technologies.
Deliver driver direction through integrated turn-by-turn
capabilities for increased productivity.

On board computing with a difference
Roll-off, front load, or residential – your operation will benefit
from FleetMind’s comprehensive solution designed specifically
for the Waste Industry.

Eliminate the waste from your business
Highlights

In the competitive world of Waste Management and Recycling, time is money and every
second counts. Every keystroke matters and driver time wasted on paperwork can be
hazardous to your profitability.

Expand the functionality and
benefits of existing back office
software (dispatch, billing,
accounting, etc.)

With the continuing pressure to reduce costs and improve productivity, tracking your
fleet and drivers is becoming increasingly important to your business’s long-term profitability. FleetMind’s solutions let you streamline your operations with accurate reporting
capabilities to identify cost-saving opportunities and increase route profitability.

Download and upload information between office and vehicles
- automatically

The FleetMind experience

Improve outbound planning
and route profitability
Reduce paperwork, phone wait
times, and communication costs
Deliver real-time status
updates to customers
Receive comprehensive reports
covering daily driver and vehicle
activities
Identify potential fuel and
vehicle maintenance savings
Track your fleet in real-time
or view routes followed on
previous days with FleetMap
Enable informed fleet and
operations decisions with
FleetMind’s powerful and
flexible reporting capabilities

Take control of your fleet with the
FleetSmart interactive command center
that functions as the central component of
our totally integrated mobile system.
This versatile on-board computer features
a high quality touch screen display, realtime video and audio functionality, flexible
interfaces that ensure easy interaction
with the control system, and a lightweight
design that can withstand the toughest
environments.

FleetMind puts you in your
driver’s seat

FleetMind takes the management of
your drivers, routes, landfills and transfer
stations out to your drivers and vehicles.
Track the locations of lifts, automatically
associate lifts with customers, and observe
it all with system-managed time stamps.
Your drivers can easily log the precise
activities that account for the full day, as
they happen, with the easy-to-use Fleetlink Driver Display Terminal. Soft-Pak, PCScale Tower, Info-Pro, Core Computing or
TRUX customers enjoy end-of-day paperless driver logs that immediately update
real route cost and profitability - by day,
week and month - for every customer.
All daily operations are managed cleanly
from inside your back-office system.
Routes are pushed to vehicles using the
identical dispatch screens you use today,
and routes at the end of day are updated
automatically. Our back-office interface
eliminates waste—from your daily operations—allowing you to manage, not with
dots on a map, but with real results.

Key benefits
360° View

Driver Mobility

• Provides a single point of interface between the
driver, truck, back office and all communications
• Integrates multiple video and audio feeds in
real-time
• Ensures flexible and easy interfaces with the
vehicle’s control system

• Windows CE-based handheld computers combine with on-board computers to provide your
drivers with enhanced functionality and mobility
• Drivers can collect information while out of the
cab, such as scanning package information,
capturing signatures, and entering data

Fully Automated Service Verification

Easy Integration

• Automatically select the customer being serviced when a container is lifted
• Verify accuracy of containers being
serviced against driver run sheets
• Identify containers that have been moved,
stolen or relocated

• Automate dispatcher and driver communications for pickup, delivery, disposal process, and
all driver activities
• Open SQL database designed for easy data
access and export by other applications
• Advanced in-house enterprise integration expertise with systems such as Soft-Pak, PCScale
Tower, TRUX, and Core Computing

Get FleetSmart with complete visibility into
driver and truck activity.

RFID technologies ensure real-time and fully
automated service verification.

Optimized Driver Direction

Handheld devices give your drivers flexibility,
convenience, and portability.

Driver application created for fast integration
with existing customer dispatch systems.

Delivers integrated turn-by-turn capabilities
for increased productivity.

Easy Fleet Maintenance

• Automatically provides driving directions to the
next stop based on run sheet data - no driver
input required!
• Driver may select next stop manually when
running the route out of sequence; the system
automatically calculates the route    
• Provides a graphical view of the calls to the
driver

Control costs by monitoring vehicle
maintenance and fuel data.
• Perform remote management and functionality
updates
• Download and upload information automatically
between vehicles and the terminal
• Quickly locate any vehicle and view it on the
map

Driver Productivity

Automatic Data Gathering and
Tracking

Fleetlink driver terminal is designed for
drivers – Intuitive and requiring minimum
keystrokes.
• Eliminate paperwork by interfacing with your
current dispatch system and providing paperless run sheet information in the vehicle
• Automatically record lift events and lift weights
with a single keystroke
• Automate the entry and completion of disposal
tickets, exchanges, returns, deliveries, and
removals
• Eliminate phone wait times

Collect and transfer driver and vehicle
information to maximize productivity.

• All data and events are geo-coded (GPS) with
a maximum of position reports to increase
precision as required
• Third-generation OBC with modular design
enables the capture of numerous types of data
• ECM connection with a large number of sensor
interfaces meets the most demanding of
applications
• Cost-free in-yard wireless communication

Convenience of Communication

FleetMind delivers flexible communications
choices, lowest recurring costs, and
integrated remote monitoring.
• “Always on” wireless technology – no more
cables, keys, or data cart
• Cost-effective real-time and batch wireless
networks are supported, including short range,
cellular, and satellite networks
• Deal directly with wireless service providers to
benefit from market-driven competitive pricing
and gain leverage for other services
• Real-time messaging that encourages ongoing
timely communication with no per-message
charges
• Free wireless communication while vehicles are
in the yard
• Combine multiple cellular and satellite options
for optimal nationwide coverage at the lowest
possible cost.

Flexible Report Center

Fleet reports allow you to evaluate overall
operational efficiency by collecting relevant
and actionable information.
• A powerful and flexible report center
allows you to:
· Log time and location for breaks, customer
stops, refueling and more
· Report the exact route each vehicle took for
any day
· Verify payroll information such as overtime
· Record detailed events during
accident situations
• Choose from preformatted reports or export
data to create your
own

“Using FleetMind’s on-board computer
and driver terminal solution coupled
with our Soft-Pak back-office system
has brought tremendous benefits.
When I discovered that my drivers
could take pictures and capture signatures with the new FleetMind handheld
unit, I wanted to be the first to try it. I
gave them an order right away. I could
see how this will help our operations be
more efficient, especially on routes that
take us into alleys in Toronto’s downtown core where we are often blocked
and can’t service the customers.
Now we can show them why in realtime. This brings us one step closer to
achieving our mandate of reducing the
amount of paper we produce.”

“Bottle necks in getting service data
from the field into our i-Pak back office system led to the stretching of our
roll off billing over several days. These
delays can directly affect cash flows
especially with disposal costs being an
integral part of the billing. We wanted to
improve the billing timeline. FleetMind
has allowed us to reduce our administrative staffing by one full body and upgraded our accuracy and productivity.”

Jack Fiori
Vice President
California Waste Recovery
Systems

Mary Molony
CFO, U-Pak

“FleetMind has streamlined the entire
operation, eliminating 1000’s of pages
of route books daily, made recording
extra’s simple with just a few keystrokes live in the field and provided
real time GPS allowing dispatch to
know where every route is at anytime
during the day. Our drivers immediately adapted to the system and have
become comfortable relying on it over
their old route books. FleetMind customer service and support is there for
us 24/7 always receptive to our unique
needs and are always on the forefront
with new ideas.”

Rich Kuehn
Operations Manager
Western Oregon Waste

About FleetMind

FleetMind Solutions, Inc. is the technology leader for fleet management solutions. FleetMind was founded in 1996 by bringing
together leading-edge computer systems expertise for harsh, real-world environments with breakthrough research and development in telematics for heavy trucks. FleetMind designs, manufactures, and markets wireless enabled on-board computers and driver terminals that extend the reach of our customer’s enterprise back-office systems all the way to the truck and
driver. Our solutions have allowed some of the largest transportation and Waste Management fleets in North America to link
their drivers and vehicles to business operations in real-time, delivering proven business results and a true competitive edge.
FleetMind puts YOU in your driver’s seat. For more information, visit us at www.FleetMind.com.
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